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cover without encountering any heavy going, and should
then find a place amongst those few useful reference books
kept on or beside one's desk. The references are compre-
hensive and appear to include the whole of 1975.
Most chapters are either good or excellent. They range

from the highly speculative consideration of the aetiology of
rheumatoid arthritis by Charles Christian and the possible
role of viruses in rheumatic diseases by Paul Phillips, to
short reviews of clinic entities: Brian Hazleman on poly-
myalgia rheumatica and Robert Bennett on pseudogout;
while Gwyn Williams provides a refreshingly clear account
of complement. There is much else that is first rate.
Have any important areas been left out? Perhaps a

chapter on bacterial infections might have been useful for
readers in the U.K., where both skeletal tuberculosis and
gonococcal arthritis are reappearing. There will be those who
feel that the range of topics confirms the academic pre-
occupation with immunological/inflammatory aspects of
rheumatology, while neglecting the more common painful
conditions of the lumbar and cervical spine and shoulder. The
reason is that there have not been significant advances in
these areas and there is therefore little to be said about them.
The same is largely true of the medical treatment of rheuma-
toid arthritis, which is probably the reason why the chapters
devoted to this make less interesting reading.
At the price, the print and layout are at least adequate, and

most of the illustrations serve their purpose. An exception is
Robert Bennett's phase contrast photomicrograph of a
synovial fluid cell supposed to contain a crystal. This will
certainly not strengthen his claim (in an otherwise out-
standingly good chapter on pseudogout) that this form of
microscopy helps to identify crystals of calcium pyro-
phosphate dihydrate. But, overall, the verdict is clear: at
eight quid, a best buy.

Nurses and Health Care
Collected papers from the second King's Fund Trans-
atlantic Seminar of Nurses.
Edited by ELIZABETH LUCAS. Pp. 112, soft cover. King
Edward's Hospital Fund for London, 1976. £5.00.

Such is the consistently high standard of publications from
the King Edward's Hospital Fund for London, that one in-
variably approaches any new publication from this stable
with a built-in respect. Their publication 'Nurses and
Health Care' which is a collection of papers from a trans-
atlantic seminar of distinguished nurses, lives up to expec-
tations.
The papers, eighteen in all, together with the opening and

closing remarks made to the seminar, are the revised versions
of the background papers used during the seminar sessions on
specific topics.
The seminar examined closely the changing role of the

nurse in various settings: primary care, clinical specialization,
as a therapist, arising from technical and scientific advances,
and in the management of institutions and services. The
implications for relationships with other professional groups
within the above setting being an integral part of the studies.

Additionally, the delicate relationship between education
and service was examined to ensure education's relevance to
service while maintaining educational freedom.

In toto the subjects covered illustrate the complex way in
which the present day nursing services are delivered to the
consumer and the changing roles of nursing staff involved in
the delivery; albeit this involvement may appear to be at
times in an indirect manner.

It is difficult to extract from the papers specific topics which
could encapsulate for prospective readers the philosophy of
the publication as a whole. The paper, however, by the late
Anne White (to whom the publication is dedicated) and Tony
Lloyd, on 'The Changing Role of Nurses in Management in

England', shows remarkable perception into the potential or
real dilemmas of the District Nursing Officer. This person will
be controlling nursing services within a district, with perhaps
two or three thousand staff, and at the same time will have an
equal voice on the consensus decision making District Manage-
ment Team. The dual responsibilities and the almost in-
evitable conflicts arising from them are very clearly spelled
out.

Again, the elegant presentation on 'The Overview of
Primary Care in the United States' certainly warrants a
second and even third reading.

Is the presentation useful, should it be bought? Most
certainly, although the price of £5.00 per copy may put it
beyond the reach of some individuals. Nevertheless, for
nursing staff it will stimulate, provoke discussion, new
thoughts, and educate. As equally important, it will give
staff of all disciplines a penetrating picture and overview of
the current and projected state of play within the nursing
profession, its aspirations, its problems and some solutions.

Practice-a handbook of primary medical care
Instalment 1

Edited by J. CORMACK, M. MARINKER and D. MORRELL.
Kluwer-Harrap Handbooks, London, 1976. (The basic
work of some 750 pages is being published in five instal-
ments spread over a year, at a cost of £6.50 each instalment
(plus a special binder at £1.60 and postage). The updating
service is planned to cost around £6.00 per annum and the
editors anticipate that there will be a need for two supple-
ments each year.)

It used to be thought that general practice was a conglomerate
of all the specialities; all that was needed for the education of
the GP were the ordinary textbooks of the kind written for
medical students. Indeed, many such books indicated that
they 'should be suitable, both for students and general
practitioners'.
For some years GPs have been complaining that the prob-

lems they meet every day in their practice bear little, if any,
relationship to what they were taught or what they read
about. It thus became inevitable that there was a need for
textbooks written for GPs by GPs.

In different countries general practice goes by different
names, but all now recognize that what is the united factor is
that all deliver primary medical care whether they are called
family doctors, internists or paediatricians in family practice;
hence the apposite sub-title for this new book.

In primary care diagnoses have to be made simultaneously
in physical, social and psychological terms. This is not to
deny that other specialists also recognize this concept, but in
general practice it is a dominating factor. It is insufficient to
say in a general practice setting, with its implied need for on-
going care, that a patient does not have TB or lung cancer, or
'no evidence of a gynaecological disorder'. The buck stops at
the GP's desk. He has to continue caring for his patients
whether or not organic illness can be identified-and whether
it can be treated or not.
The approach of this book is, therefore, quite different

from that adopted by standard textbooks. Incidentally, the
book is loose-leaf and it is intended that supplements be
published at intervals. Initially it is being published in sec-
tions which, frankly, is a nuisance. Until the book is complete
it cannot be used for reference purposes. When complete it
will be in four parts. The first section, here reviewed, consists
of parts I and 2 and a few chapters from part 3. Part 4, which
is on continuing care, is to follow, together with the remaining
chapters of part 3.
The five chapters in part 1 (the Diagnostic Process) and the

two chapters in part 2 (Treatment) are by the three editors. In
these chapters they express their own philosophy. Included
are chapters on clinical problem solving in general practice,
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